MCLUST is a software package for cluster analysis written in Fortran and interfaced to the S-PLUS commercial software package 1 . It implements parameterized Gaussian hierarchical clustering algorithms 16, 1, 7] and the EM algorithm for parameterized Gaussian mixture models 5, 13, 3, 14] with the possible addition of a Poisson noise term. MCLUST 
Models
In MCLUST, each cluster is represented by a Gaussian model k (x j k ; k ) = (2 ) ? p 2 j k j ? 1 2 exp ? 1 2 (x i ? k ) T ?1 k (x i ? k ) ; (1) where x represents the data, and k is an integer subscript specifying a particular cluster.
Clusters are ellipsoidal, centered at the means k . The covariances k determine their other geometric features. Each covariance matrix is parameterized by eigenvalue decomposition in the form
Funded by the O ce of Naval Research under contracts N00014-96-1-0192 and N00014-96-1-0330. 1 MathSoft, Inc., Seattle, WA USA | http://www.mathsoft.com/splus where D k is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, A k is a diagonal matrix whose elements are proportional to the eigenvalues of k , and k is a scalar. The orientation of the principal components of k is determined by D k , while A k determines the shape of the density contours; k speci es the volume of the corresponding ellipsoid, which is proportional to d k jA k j, where d is the data dimension. Characteristics (orientation, volume and shape) of distributions are usually estimated from the data, and can be allowed to vary between clusters, or constrained to be the same for all clusters 16, 1, 3] . This parameterization includes but is not restricted to well-known models such as uniform spherical variance ( k = I) which gives the sum of squares criterion 19], constant variance 9], and unconstrained variance 18] . Table 1 shows the various model options currently available in MCLUST for hierarchical clustering (denoted HC) and EM. The model identi ers code geometric characteristics of the model. For example, EFV denotes a model in which the volumes of all clusters are equal (E), the shapes of all clusters are xed (F) in advance by the user, and the orientation is allowed to vary (V) among the clusters. Parameters associated with characteristics designated by E or V are determined from the data. This command needs to be executed every time MCLUST is to be used with S-PLUS, and can be included in a .First function so that it will be invoked automatically when S-PLUS is started in the working directory.
3 Hierarchical Clustering MCLUST provides functions mhtree for computing classi cation trees via model-based hierarchical agglomeration, and mhclass for determining the resulting classi cations. As an example of the use of mhtree and mhclass, consider Fisher's iris data 6], which is available as a data set in S-PLUS. 4 We rst transform the data from a three-dimensional array to a matrix in which the species information is lost, then apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm for non-uniform spherical variances (VI):
The classi cation produced by mhtree for various numbers of clusters can be obtained with mhclass. For example, for the classi cations corresponding to 2 and 3 clusters:
Classi cations can be displayed with the data by means of the function clpairs:
> clpairs(iris.matrix, cl ,"2"]) > clpairs(iris.matrix, cl ,"3"]) Figure 1 shows the 3-cluster classi cation for the iris data with this model. The function mhtree starts by default with every observation of the data in a cluster by itself, and continues until all observations are merged into a single cluster. However arguments partition and min.clusters can be used to initialize the process at a chosen nontrivial partition, and to stop it before it reaches the nal stage of merging. Fisher's iris data. This classi cation was produced by agglomerative hierarchical clustering using the criterion for a nonuniform spherical Gaussian model (VI).
EM for Mixture Models
MCLUST provides iterative EM (Expectation-Maximization) methods for maximum likelihood clustering with parameterized Gaussian mixture models. EM iterates between an`E'-step, which computes a matrix z such that z ik is an estimate of the conditional probability that observation i belongs to group k given the current parameter estimates, and an`M-step', which computes maximum likelihood parameter estimates given z. In the limit, the parameters usually converge to the maximum likelihood values for the Gaussian mixture model
and the sums of the columns of z converge to n times the mixing proportions k , where n is the number of observations in the data. Here G is the number of groups in the data, which is assumed to be known for the purposes of the EM algorithm. The parameterizations of k currently available for EM in MCLUST are listed in Table 1 . They are a subset of the parameterizations discussed in 3], which gives details of the EM iteration for these models.
MCLUST provides functions me (iterated M-step followed by E-step), estep and mstep, implementing the EM algorithm for the parameterized Gaussian mixtures. Given the data, an initial estimate of z, and the model speci cation, me produces the values of z associated with maximum likelihood parameters. Initial estimates of z may be obtained from a discrete classi cation, resulting in a matrix that has only 0; 1 entries with exactly one 1 per row. For example, me can be started with a classi cation produced by mhtree: > cltree <-mhtree( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV") # unconstrained model > cl <-mhclass(cltree, 3) # 3-group mhtree classification > z <-me( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV", ctoz(cl)) # optimal z
The function ctoz converts a discrete classi cation into the corresponding z matrix. In general, the models used in mhtree and me need not be the same. It may in some cases be desirable to use one of the faster methods in mhtree (e. g. spherical or unconstrained models), followed by speci cation of a more complex model for EM.
For any z, there is a corresponding discrete classi cation assigning each observation to the group represented by the column in which the z value for that observation is maximized. MCLUST provides a function ztoc for coverting z to this`nearest' classi cation. The following call to clpairs plots the iris data along with its classi cation obtained from me in the above example:
> clpairs( iris.matrix, ztoc(z))
The uncertainty in the classi cation associated with z can be obtained by subtracting the probability of the most likely group for each observation from 1:
The S-PLUS function quantile applied to the uncertainty gives a measure of the quality of the classi cation.
> quantile(uncer) 0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 0 0 1.727162e-08 0.001429494 0.3288714
In this case the indication is that the majority of observations are well classi ed. Note, however, that when groups intersect, uncertain classi cations would be expected in the overlapping regions. The resulting plots are displayed in Figure 2 .
Sepal W. In MCLUST, the EM iteration can also be started with parameter estimates. They can be supplied as starting values to estep, whose result in turn becomes a staring point for me. As an example using the iris data: > cltree <-mhtree( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV") # unconstrained model > cl <-mhclass(cltree, 3) # 3-group mhtree classification > pars <-mstep( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV", ctoz(cl)) # parameter estimates > z <-estep( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV", mu = pars$mu, sigma = pars$sigma, prob = pars$prob) # initial z > z <-me( iris.matrix, modelid = "VVV", z) # optimal z 5 Bayesian Information Criterion MCLUST provides a function bic to compute the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 17] given the data and a model along with conditional probability estimates. This allows comparison of models with di ering parameterizations and/or di ering numbers of clusters. In general the larger the value of the BIC, the stronger the evidence for the model and number of clusters. A standard convention for calibrating BIC di erences is that di erences of less than 2 correspond to weak evidence, di erences between 2 and 6 to positive evidence, differences between 6 and 10 to strong evidence, and di erences greater than 10 to very strong evidence 11, 12] . The following shows the BIC calculation in MCLUST In both models, the BIC favors the 3 group classi cation over 2 groups; overall, of the four possibilities considered in this section (EI or VI model; 2 or 3 groups), the best choice is VI (nonuniform spherical), with 3 groups. 6 Cluster Analysis MCLUST provides two functions, emclust and emclust1, for cluster analysis with BIC. Both initialize EM using hierarchical clustering for various parameterizations of the Gaussian model. The input to emclust is the data, the desired numbers of groups, and a list of models to apply in the EM phase (initialized with hierarchical clustering using the unconstrained model). It returns the BIC values for all of the chosen models and number of clusters, together with auxiliary information that is used by the corresponding summary method for recovering parameter values. The following is an example of the use of emclust with Fisher's iris data:
> bicvals <-emclust( iris.matrix, nclus = 1:6, modelid = c("VVV","EEV","VEV")) > bicvals The BIC values for this example are shown in Figure 3 . Application of the summary function to this result reveals further informartion: > sumry <-summary(bicvals, iris.matrix) # summary object for emclust() > sumry best classification: 1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  38] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 75] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 112] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 The best model among those tted by emclust is the uniform shape model VEV, with 2 clusters. The same model with 3 clusters has a BIC value that is little di erent from the maximum; the conclusion is that there are either 2 or 3 clusters in the data under these models. The 2 cluster EM result separates the rst species from the other two, while the 3 cluster result nearly separates the three species (there are 5 misclassi cations out of 150). The function emclust1 is similar to emclust, except that in addition to the data and the desired numbers of groups, it takes as input a pair of models, the rst to be used in the initial hierarchical clustering phase, and the second to be used in the EM phase. It returns the BIC values for each number of groups under the chosen model, as well as auxiliary information to be used by the associated summary method for recovering parameter values. Here is another analysis of the iris data with emclust1 that uses the uniform spherical model (EI) in the hierarchical clustering phase, and the uniform variance model (EEE) in the EM phase: Because of the size of the objects involved, optimal parameter and z values are not available from emclust or emclust1. Instead, they can be obtained through summary functions, which have arguments allowing the summarizing information to be restricted to a subset of the number of clusters (and models, in the case of emclust). The summary functions require the data to be supplied as an argument in addition to the output from emclust and emclust1. In the above example, the best classi cation (according to the BIC) is recovered from summary by default. We can also see that the next best classi cation is the 3 group classi cation with the constant-shape model VEV. Parameters associated with this classi cation can be recovered via summary as follows:
> nextbest <-summary(bicvals, iris.matrix, nclus = 3, modelid = "VEV")
Those who want to extend the methods provided in MCLUST to suit their own special needs can do so via the function unclass, which recovers the underlying list structure of an S-PLUS objects:
> unclass(bicvals) > unclass(sumry)
For large data sets, there is the option of using only a subset of the data in the initial hierarchical clustering phase in both emclust1 and emclust. For a complete analysis, it may be desirable to try various models, initialization strategies for EM, permutations or subsets of the observations, and/or to perturb the data, to see if the classi cation remains stable. Scaling or otherwise transforming the data may also a ect the results. It is advisable to examine the data beforehand, in case (for example) the dimensions can be reduced due to highly correlated variables.
Finally, it is important to take into account numerical issues in cluster analysis. The EM computations break down when the covariance corresponding to one or more components becomes ill-conditioned (singular or nearly singular). In general they cannot proceed if clusters contain only a few observations or if the observations they contain are very nearly colinear. If EM for a model having a certain number of components is applied to a mixture in which there are actually fewer groups, then it may fail due to ill-conditioning.
The EM functions in MCLUST compute and monitor an estimate of the reciprocal of the condition number of the covariance matrices (the condition number is the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue). Reciprocal condition estimates fall in the interval (0; 1), and values very near zero indicate ill-conditioning. Computations will terminate with a warning message and return missing values (NAs) if a reciprocal condition estimate falls below a prescribed tolerance. Computations are less reliable for ill-conditioned problems, and may cause anomalies before a computation reaches the point of actual failure. Reciprocal condition estimates are available from the output for all functions in MCLUST (including bic) that involve EM. The reciprocal condition estimates for the emclust example given above may be obtained as follows: In this example, the 6-group unconstrained (VVV) model has at least one ill-conditioned covariance matrix. The reciprocal condition estimate is always at least as large as the true reciprocal condition number, so that if ill-conditioning is suspected but not necessarily indicated by these estimates, it can be further checked by obtaining the covariance matrix using mstep and computing its eigenvalues. For more information about condition estimates and their interpretation, see 10].
